Index

Design: Björn Dahlström
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A blank sheet of paper is to
the author, as Index shelving
system is to you.
Björn Dahlström has designed
an unusually clever frame
and once it’s in your hands,
the sky is the limit.
Even with a small series you
can create your own look
with the end panels – and
not only when it comes to
colour and materials.
Index is open thinking
personified. Add to it.
Subtract from it. Move it.
Change it. All with no tools
other than your own two
hands.
Painstaking attention to
detail completes the picture
of Index – from the brilliant
shelf bracket to the elegant
impression of the light
fixtures.
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Needs in libraries and public environments have governed
the development of Index – needs that are never static but
evolve with temporal and spatial change.

Index can be combined
both as single and double
sections.

The result: Index is designed as an open system that
always fulfills its practical and aesthetic vision.

The basic interior (shelf,
upright panel and back) is
available in black, white
or light grey lacquer.

The common denominator for all combinations is the shelf
and the upright panel in steel.
The slender front edges of the shelves give a light and
airy impression, while sturdy profile construction makes
for substantial durability and stability.

The end panels are built
up of magnetic end panel
fillings that further enhance
the flexibility you'll find in
Index.
Easy to exchange, easy to
combine freely.

What personality do you want to
give Index? Scaled down simplicity
with front edges in frosted
aluminium? Or the soft feeling of
wood with front edges in oak?
By combining the two different
front edges with the end panels'
multifaceted possibilities in colour
and materials, Index offers almost
infinite forms for expression in any
environment.
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1. The small bracket that supports the
Index shelf is actually worthy of a thesis
of its own. But to summarize: it hardly
gets any easier to change or adjust a
shelf. No tools needed. And the same

bracket is used for all types of shelf
arrangements and applications.
2. Nothing is left to chance. The
adjustable feet are specially designed
for Index.

A basic principle for Eurobib is to
enable each shelving system to be
developed and modified. And
equally important is continuity – to
offer add-on components and
accessories for our furniture series
for years to come.

Index dimensions: Shelf width
750/1000 mm. Shelf depth 225/265
mm. Height (excl. frame and foot)
900/1200/1500/1800/2100 mm.
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3. The narrow front edge on the shelf
creates a light impression and showcases the media. The invisible bent profile provides an extremely stable and
robust construction.
4. Quickly and easily convert a standard shelf into a rack for periodicals.
Reverse the shelf and mount it on a tilt.
All done!
5. The Index system features a host of
accessories and storage solutions for
different types of media and displays.
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A strong idea always opens up new solutions.
You can clearly see this in Index, where the expression of design easily translates into new
functions. The Index study table is based on the same design concept as the shelving.
With the same elegant feeling, the same flexibility and the same possibilities.

Index is based on new, challenging ideas. Its lighting
is no exception. The vertical fixtures cover the entire
bookcase, not just the top shelves.
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A good table should handle a multitude of tasks and
environments – this was the starting point for Björn
Dahlström when he developed Index study tables.
The tables are available in two designs with end panel
profiles in aluminium or oak. The pie shaped table module
also enables you to create exciting and efficient combinations.

The pie shaped table
modules offer possibilities
for building islands or
beautifully twisting long
tables.

Index study table with high end panel module. Upright panel
profile in aluminium or oak. Available both as starter and add-on
sections. Index dimensions: W1090 x D865 x H965 mm Working
height: 720 mm.

EXPRESSIONS OF AN OPEN MIND

The designer

BjörnDahlströmhaswonanumber
ofSwedishandinternationaldesign
awards.HetaughtatBeckman’s
SchoolofDesignandservedasa
professorattheUniversityCollegeof
Arts,CraftsandDesigninStockholm.
"Animportantfactorindeveloping
Indexhasbeenensuringthatthe
customer’schoiceofinteriorwill
continuetomeetfutureneeds.
Meticulouslyplannedfunctionsfor
displayingandstoringvariousmedia
areatoppriority.Newmediaare
constantlybeingdevelopedatthe
sametimethatcaringforpublicspace
anditsaestheticsaregrowingin
importance."

